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1. Introduction

directions of policies and law/institutions for
structural innovation.

There have been recent trend changes in the

In particular, digitalization keywords such as

freight transportation market (also known as the

Platform, Autonomous Vehicle, Internet of Things

trucking market) regarding business management

(IoT), Robots, etc. were discussed through Focus

and employment. The changes are caused by the

Group Interviews (FGI) with market stakeholders

combination of logistics and distribution, the

and professionals and scenario-based analysis

emergence of new transport modes, and the new

to predict the future of the Korean trucking

platform-based industries. The core technologies

market. In addition, several analyses regarding

of the Fourth Industrial Revolution such as

market concentration, service level, ease of market

autonomous driving and crowd delivery, require

penetration, law/institution system, and the market

structural innovation of the freight transportation

gap analysis between present and future were

market with an emphasis on logistics welfare,

conducted to diagnose the development progress to

environment-friendly logistics, and process logistics.

prepare the Logistics 4.0 Era. From the implications

The new conflict of interests between the traditional

derived, we presented a comprehensive direction

freight market and the new platform-based business

of structural innovation in the trucking market

market explains the need for structural innovation.

in response to the Fourth Industrial Revolution,

To this end, this study aims to predict the future of

established 7 policy projects, and proposed

the trucking market according to the technological,

promotion strategies.

economic, social, and industrial changes from
the Fourth Industrial Revolution and to suggest
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Existing Trucking Market
New Market Entry
Trucking industry
• Port Freight
• Air Freight
• Pipeline Delivery
• Railway Delivery

Drone Delivery

• Express Delivery
• Delivery Agency Service

Ground Freight Packet Distribution
and Delivery
Delivery

•	Direct Delivery for Distribution (e.g.,
Grocery, Convenience Store, Coupang,
Kurly, etc.)
•	Logistics for Online to Offline (O2O)
Business
•	Other Traditional Delivery Service (e.g.,
Milk, Newpaper, Grocery, Laundry, etc.)

Logistics Service Industry
•	Shipping Ancilary
Freight
Business
Forwarding
• Port Delivery Related
• Port Delivery
• Cargo Handling
• Logistics Equipment Leasing
• Logistics Informatics
• Logistics Consulting

Moving
Arrangement

•	A variety of transport modes were
observed (e.g., passenger vehicle, freight
truck, bicycle, e-mobility, etc.)

Logistics facilities Industry
• Warehousing
• Logistics Terminals Operation

Figure 1. Expansion on the Scope of the Ground Trucking Market
Note: According to the scope of the logistics business from Enforcement Decree of Framework Act on Logistics Policy <Appendix 1>, the new logistics
business type was added and analyzed.

2. Research Contents

increasing at an annual average of 8.4%, and the

2.1	Analysis and Diagnosis of the Current Status
of the Trucking Market in Korea

4.7%, respectively. However, the freight industry is

2.1.1	Trucking market trend analysis

is also not so high, so there is a need for market

■	External

business strategies that enhance competitiveness by

growth of the trucking market

According to the 2018 transportation industry report

number of enterprises and employees at 4.1% and
relatively small and also labor-intensive compared
to the entire logistics industry, and the productivity

increasing the added value of the industry.

by Statistics Korea (2019), the domestic ground
trucking market consists of about 205 thousand

■	Expansion

of the last-mile delivery market

enterprises and about 503 thousand employees,

caused by increased demand on daily supplies

with sales of about $38 billion dollars. Since 2000, a

delivery services

continuous growth has been investigated with sales

The emergence of ‘New Retail’ which combines
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distribution and logistics changed the sales pattern
from offline to online and caused increasing

■	Internal

and external policy trends in the

trucking market

delivery service needs. These changes resulted in

According to the ‘Digital New Deal and Green New

the continuous expansion of the delivery service

Deal’ announced by the Korean government on July

market regarding household items. This year, the

14th, 2020, the establishment of a smart logistics

phenomenon is becoming more prominent due to

system and the spread of green mobility began to spur.

the COVID-19. The courier volume in 2019 was 2.8

The government plans to support the expansion

billion which was 9.7% more than the previous year

of smart logistics complex and logistics centers

and it was caused by frequent use of courier delivery

for better transportation and delivery, and also

service at an annual average of 54 times per person.

to support the development of advanced logistics

In addition to the volume, the annual sales growth

technology and field application implmentation.

was also 11.7% which was $5.6 billion dollars.

With the advanced logistics technology such as joint

With the growth of the industry, the delivery agency

logistics, underground delivery, electric tranport

industry is also growing rapidly.

1,2

eCommerce,

modes, and delivery robots, it is expected to

online-based O2O service, changing courier services

improve the service quality and to reduce delivery

market will further accelerate the expansion of the

cost as well as greenhouse gases. In addition,

last-mile delivery market.

connected logistics network can be formed through
the establishment of a big data-based logistics

■	Diversification

of platform-based freight business

models
The O2O platform business in the trucking

information platform and the operation of IoTbased logistics facilities and equipments which will
result in the creation of new industry.

service, which connects the shippers to freight
transportation with smartphone applications has

■	Inclusive

growth of the market

been growing. The call centers to arrange freight

Based on various transport modes and business

delivery, enterprises network information for

models, market entities and stakeholders were

efficient delivery, and last-mile delivery service

diversified. It has been emphasized that we need to

has formed a platform as a good example of the

establish inclusive growth for sustainable market

platform-based freight transportation business

development, win-win development by cooperation,

model. They are rapidly developing in the form of

and human-oriented industrial system. The public

establishing a new industrial system through fusion

started to have interests in employment and social

among manufacturing, production, distribution,

safety net-related institutions due to the emergence

and logistics.

of new types of jobs such as platform workers (also
known as gig workers). Accordingly, policy/institutions
development and system improvements such as

1
Korea Integrated Logistics Association, National Logistics
Information Center, “Household Logistics Statistics”, Retrieved
on Oct. 31 st , 2020, Available online: http://nlic.go.kr/nlic/
parcelServiceLogistics.action
2

Sharp demand increase due to the COVID-19 untact economy

standard contract, safe fare system, driving break
time, industrial accident, and employment insurance
are continuously being promoted. The importance of
preparing the system for this is being emphasized.
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2.1.2	Trucking Market Structure Analysis

such as Freight Vehicle Transportation Business

The domestic trucking market consists of shippers,

Act (hereinafter referred to as Trucking Act),

freight vehicle transport operators, freight vehicle

subordinate laws, related directives and notices, etc.,

forwarder operators, and freight vehicle owners.

form the basic law system. The current Trucking

Due to the various market participatory, the

Act also has a positive legal structure and nature.

structure of the logistics business is complex. The

The main features can be summarized as business

complexity is directly related to the extension of

permits and regulating supply levels, applying

the market trader’s role. To diagnose the complex

statutory fares, delivery obligations of the carrier,

market structure, we conducted analyses on market

and trust management.

concentration, service quality differentiation, service
openness, and law/institutions.

2.1.3 Problems in the trucking market
The problems of the Korean trucking market in

■	Market

concentration

The market shares were concentrated: the top 0.5%

preparation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
were summarized as follows.

entities occupied 55.1% of the total sales, and the
top 2% occupied 75.4%. On the other hand, the

■	Limited

percentage of the total sales accounted for by the

entry

market openness due to inelastic market

bottom 75% was only 11.5%. This concentration

Since 2004, when licensing and supply-demand

implied a severe imbalance of the market.

control systems were introduced, the freight vehicle
registrations for new business in the market have not

■	Service

quality differentiation

made much increase. As a result, unbalanced supply

There have been evaluation systems running,

has occurred in several delivery markets. The restricted

however, they are restricted to certain industries or

market entry of the freight transportation caused the

a few companies’ participation. The service quality

trust management so the business structure became

differentiation level is quite low. As a result, it is

worse, separating the sales and delivery.

worth concluding that the price competition in the
market has intensified.

■	Interest

Relationship, Adhesive Market

Management, and Transaction Structure
■	Market

entry

Relationships among various market entities such

In order to operate a freight transportation business,

as freight companies and individual transport

you must obtain a permit, and the requirements

companies, landlords, franchisees, information

do not have high standards. However, the current

network operators, and freight owners are very

trucking market only allows freight vehicles for

complex. The business structure among them is

business use and controls the vehicle supply every

vertical and dependent. The variety of interests

year, so the actual market entry is not easy at all.

within the relationships cause conflicts and so
the new market entries are not very welcomed.

■	Law

System

The administrative rules and self-government laws

In addition, the market stability and durability
are weak, as the distribution of sales volume by
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companies is extremely polarized.

by economic regulation, so legal maintenance is an
urgent issue to resolve conflicts with other policies.

■	Inability

to secure transparency and fairness of

market business due to information delay
A platform-based freight-transport service matching
and provision channel have appeared in variety,
but several problems such as imbalance of market
information and transparency still remain due to

2.2	Development of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
and the Response of Trucking Market
2.2.1	Development of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
and Trend Analysis

market exclusion. Despite the expansion of the

Klaus Schwab (2016) said, “Based on the 3 rd

information network along with the IoT devices,

industrial revolution driven by the digital revolution

digitalization seemed limited by several causes

(informatization) that took place in the middle of

such as the closed structure of the business, lack of

the 20th century, the 4th industrial revolution is now

system development, aging, etc.

taking place, and it has an important characteristic
of technological convergence, which breaks down

■	Stagnation

in the job market

The key subject of the trucking market employment

the boundaries among the domain of physics,
digital, and biology.3

is the freight vehicle owner/driver. Due to the closed

In general, we distinguish the motivation of the

market structure, market entry is not easy. The

Fourth Industrial Revolution into two: socio-economic

aging phenomenon also intensifies stagnation. In

aspects and technical aspects. In the socio-economic

addition, the emergence of platform-based business

aspects, flexible business features and methodology,

is expected to form a new job market, as known as

the emergence of new markets, climate change and

platform labor, then employment instability of the

resources, geopolitics, consumer ethics and privacy

existing market will increase.

issues, aging, rapid urbanization, etc. were considered.
In the technical aspect, mobile Internet, cloud system,

■	Lack

of green freight activities

Recently, the government is making efforts to

big data, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence
(AI), robots, etc. were considered.

expand the supply of green trucks, such as electric
freight vehicles under 1.5 tons, and also to expand
subsidies to purchase green freight transport modes.

2.2.2	Trucking Market Trend in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution Era

Despite such efforts, the number of registered green

The trucking market trend in the Fourth Industrial

business trucks as of 2019 was only 26 units.

Revolution can be summarized as the following:
the emergence of New Retail, expansion of freight

■	Limitations

on Law/Institutions

platform business, the introduction of autonomous

The Trucking Act is limited to four-wheel freight
vehicles only for business use. It is inelastic to
accommodate new transport modes, business
models, and other service industries, etc. In fact, it is
operated by a very complex system that is regulated

3
Wold Economic Forum, Global Agenda on Fourth Industrial
Revolution, “The Fourth Industrial Revolution: what it means, how
to respond (Klaus Schwab)”, Retrieved on June 23th, 2020, Available
online: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourthindustrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how -to-respond/
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freight vehicles, quality of life, and the sustainability

strategies in connection with urban and regional land

of society.

use plans, as well as policies for the integration of

Accordingly, a platform-based freight transport

transportation and infrastructure expansion. Third,

network that connects suppliers and consumers is

they emphasized sustainability under the theme of

being actively established in the trucking market, and

eco-friendliness, equity, and safety. This includes

thus, the demand for flexibility in securing a demand-

expanding and improving service accessibility in

responsive transport mode is also increasing. In

terms of the welfare of the freight delivery service

addition, the management and analysis of systematic

users, as well as improving employment stability

information became more and more important.

and work conditions. Fourth, they are to strengthen

By connecting all functions and information

cooperative governance between private and

related to freight transportation activities based on

government. In the freight transport service market,

digitalization, it is expected to maximize efficiency

new technologies are generating new demands

and reduce costs through flexibility (including

and new businesses, and the mutual development

sharing) of delivery routes and transport modes.

of technology-demand-business is highly active.

At the same time, automation and unmanned

Accordingly, as new entities emerged in the market,

technologies are expected to reduce the number of

interests diversified, and the understanding between

processes that humans have to manipulate and judge,

these entities became more complex, the need to

so machines could partially replace human roles with

establish and maintain governance (e.g., forming

autonomous driving and robots. This would result in

a consensus body) has been emphasized. Lastly,

job reduction and conversion.

there has been a system reorganization to foster
industries based on the application of new advanced

2.2.3	Leading Countries’ Counterstrategies to the
trucking market

technologies. China’s network platform road freight
management system, Japan’s last-mile delivery

We derived 5 implications based on the leading

efficiency and transportation service productivity

countries’ counterstrategies (e.g., Germany, Japan,

improvement, business deregulation to improve

China, and the United States) to the development of

working conditions, and system maintenance to

the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

promote the use of autonomous driving or green

First, they were to strive to establish a digital-

transportation are cutting edge. The purpose was to

based logistics and freight transport ecosystem.

support the development of new business models

To achieve the goal, they have promoted projects

and industries based on technology application and

regarding data constructions, platform development,

also to establish market order.

smart transportation and infrastructure. Second,
they recognized the importance of urban logistics
policies related to last-mile delivery and took the
urban logistics policy focused on consumer-friendly,
community-friendly, and environment-friendly lastmile delivery as a new priority. They also have been
actively promoting the development of policies and

2.3	Trucking Market Forecast and Innovation
Directions
2.3.1	The concept of logistics 4.0 in the era of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution
Logistics 4.0 refers to the networking and
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integration of logistics processes inside and

fast delivery was emphasized, and the expansion

outside the production facility. In order to increase

of the last-mile service has also been accelerated.4

the efficiency of a company, inter-networking

In the Logistics 4.0, a strategy to improve service

between customers, processes, and supply chain

quality is emphasized as well as reducing logistics

partners through information and communication

costs. These changes bring new stimulus to the

technology is the core feature. The logistics

freight transportation system, and create signs of

industry in the Logistics 4.0 era is transforming

transformation not only in the place and time of

into a new type of convergence industry through

service provision, but also in the labor force.

interconnecting with other industries, and is
transitioning from a labor-intensive industry to

2.3.2	Future of Domestic Trucking Market in the era of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution

capital and technology-intensive industry.
Representative examples of strategic changes

In order to establish the future market, the trend of

in the logistics industry observed with the advent
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution can be
summarized as expansion and automation. The
fulfillment service has grown as the importance of

Stage 1
(Current)
Trucking Act (Entity)

Delivery Provider

4
Fulfillment system is a service that manages the entire logistics
such as product acceptance, packing, delivery, and return on behalf
of the seller. It manages each procedure in one system which enables
quick process and results in increasing the customers' satisfaction.

Stage 2
(Transition)

Platform, Shared Delivery, Autonomous Driving, Eco-Friendly, etc.

Stage 3 (Stable)

Trucking Act (Entity)

(Tentative) Trucking Business Act

Consignor
Consignor

Delivery Franchise
Information Network

Delivery Provider

Freight Delivery
Platform Provider
Living Logistics Act

Commercial Freight Vehicle
Croud Sourcing Logistics
Commercial Freight Vehicle

2-wheeled
motors

4-wheeled
vehicle

2-wheeled
motors

4-wheeled
vehicle

Autonomous Vehicle

Freight Delivery O2O Platform
(IoT, Cloud computing, Big Data)

Figure 2. Future of Domestic Trucking Market in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
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emphasizing eco-friendliness was taken as important

2.3.3	Diagnosis of the development status of the

factors to consider. For future prospects, we

trucking market compared to Logistics 4.0

conducted the Focused Group Interview (FGI) and

■	Digital Transformation:

Digitization, Information

Sharing

consultation with market stakeholders (i.e., interest
groups of existing trucking market and new market

Trading through freight information network, a

using advanced business models). The keywords

representative example of platform-based transport

of discussions were digitalization, platform-based

transactions is increased, but is limited to regular

business (i.e., shared economy), autonomous freight

cargo-type freight vehicle, so the role of trading

transportation, sustainability, etc.

intermediaries is still important, then there is still a

Table 1. Future of Domestic Trucking Market
Future Trucking Market
Mid-term (~2025 )
•	Platform-based transportation transactions for general
freight transportation account for more than 50%
•	Real-time information sharing and management between
shippers, delivery companies, and drivers through digitalbased integrated information management system
Digitalization
between logistics and other industries
•	Implementation of a predictive logistics system based
on big data
•	Digital transformation of transportation transactions
for more than 70%
Supply Chain
Change

New and
alternative
transport
modes and
equipment

Long-term (after 2025)
•	Platform-based transportation transactions for
general freight transportation for more than 80%
•	All entities and information are connected in the
logistics and freight network through integrated
digital-based information management system
among freight and other industries
•	Predictive logistics based on big data, on-demand
transportation service system
•	Achieving full digitalization

•	Increased complexity of the supply chain due to
•	Supply chain formation based on a digital
accelerated fragmentation of first-mile and last-mile
platform
tasks
•	Increased flexibility and efficiency, while increasing
•	However, the flexibility of the supply chain is increased
supply chain complexity
based on digitalization
•	Coexistence of commercial and personal trucks
•	Two-wheeled vehicle
•	Green vehicle, bicycle, green personal mobility
•	Commercial and personal passenger vehicles with
limited conditions

•	All existing transportation
•	Autonomous vehicle and robot
•	Commercial-use distinction extinction
•	Complete asset sharing basis

•	Reduction of traditional trading intermediaries,
strengthening the digital-based network of the entire
market
Trading
•	Enhancing accessibility and transparency by platformStructures and
based transport transaction
Environments
•	Gain visibility into trading and shipping processes
•	Enhance privacy security and management
responsibilities

•	Digital market completion: 100% platform-based
transportation transactions
•	Blockchain-based transaction environment
implementation

Quality of
Service

•	Emphasis on fast, accurate, eco-friendly, and safety
* In particular, emphasizing responsibility for securing
eco-friendliness
•	Increased demand for integrated services based on
consumer-oriented LaaS or TaaS

•	Complete integrated services based on consumeroriented LaaS or TaaS → Implementation of the
on-demand trucking service market
•	Maximize security, safety, and eco-friendliness

Job Market

•	Expanding market participation as a supplier and a
consumer at the same time
•	So-called ‘platform workers’ increases

•	Disruptive innovation in existing employment
markets: full openness of the job market
•	Every individual is both a consumer and a supplier
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market supply imbalance due to the asymmetry of

modes. In order to accommodate changing trends,

transport transaction information. In spite of the

enactments such as the Living Products Industry

development of the platform and the continuous

Development Act and Mobility Special Act are

progress of digitization, the market still achieves

required to secure mutual support between the

only local optimization with limited information

existing Trucking Act and the new enactment laws.

and analysis for the entire freight flow and market
2.3.4	Directions for Trucking Market Structure Innovation

business.

The gap between the present and future of the
■	Diversification

of business models and services

trucking market was analyzed to make suggestions

Along with the increase in online distribution, the

for structural market innovation. The focuses were

demand for modernization of logistics systems is

digital transformation, business models, service

also increasing. This strengthens the inter-industry

diversification, and institutional conditions. The

bondings, and accordingly, is enhancing the freight

structural innovation should be in the direction of

delivery service. In the future, more accurate and

firstly, expanding the digital transformation of the

rapid freight demand forecasting and predictive

existing market, secondly, increasing the openness

delivery will be made through big data and IoT,

of the freight market, and finally, establishing a

and as the entire market system is connected by a

sustainable freight market system.

digital platform, hyper-spatial services (e.g., mobile
smart locker) are expected to emerge. However, the
reality falls short of the expectation. Retailers and
distributors (i.e., freight forwarders) barely predict
local demand patterns.
The practical limitations of predictive delivery
are being overcome through fast and accurate

2.4	Directions for Trucking Market Structure
Innovation in the Era of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution
2.4.1	Advanced Trucking Business Development
Suggestions

last-mile delivery service strategies. With the help

New technologies such as cloud computing,

of the development of the last half-mile delivery

robotics, big data analytics, artificial intelligence,

service, the last-mile freight business model is being

and the Internet of Things are essential factors to

developed through a strategy to meet the demand

the business model. The factors enable the entire

for delivery. But still, the use of alternative or new

process of logistics to be smart and efficient, from

advanced transport modes for last-mile delivery is

fulfillment services to last-mile delivery. Therefore,

quite limited.

two policy projects were proposed.
The first is to strengthen the infrastructure

■	Law/Institution

for the modernization of the trucking market and

In terms of law/institutions, the current Trucking

digital transformation. To this end, strategies to

Act applies for permits in conjunction with the

establish a foundation for applying advanced freight

supply control system, and is becoming a constraint

transport technologies, such as expanding R&D

on the introduction of new business models, new

support, as well as strategies to establish a digital

technologies and systems, and new freight transport

freight information system through the introduction
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of electronic receipts and an integrated trucking

by mitigating barriers to trucking market entry

information management system are required.

and reorganizing the consignment system for

The second is to create an ecosystem for

the management of the freight transportation

trucking market business innovation. In order to

business. In the short near-term, amendments for

realize the project, promotion strategies such as a

the enforcement of existing laws and new law

regulatory sandbox to discover new business and

(e.g., “(tentative) Living Logistics Services Industry

efforts to revitalize support for practical projects

Development Act,”) should have priority. In

can be utilized.

addition, in response to the request for amendment
o f t h e F r e i g h t Ve h i c l e A c t o r p r o s p e c t i v e

2.4.2	Law/Institution Maintenance for Market
Structure Innovation

reorganization, the enactment of new laws under
the’(tentative) Freight Transportation Business

As for the reform of the law/institutions, the policy

Act’ or ‘(tentative) Freight Transportation Business

projects should focus on the rationalization of the

Development Act’ based on a comprehensive

business structure, such as expanding openness

negative regulatory system can be promoted

Development of sustainable trucking market preparing Logistics 4.0

Enhancement of advanced freight
transportation business

Law/institution maintenance for market
reformation innovation

Reinforcement of Modernizing the
Trucking Market and Strengthening the
Digital Transformation Infrastructure

Expanding Openness through Mitigation
of Entry to the Trucking Market

Establishing a Business Innovation
Ecosystem for Trucking Market

Rationalization of Trucking
Business Management Structure
Enactment of (Tentative)
Trucking Business Act

Establishment of co-operative governance for the trucking market
Establishment and operation of a social
consensus organization for the trucking market

Fund raising for development
of the trucking market

Figure 3. Policy Projects for Renovating the Trucking Market in the Era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
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Table 2. Strategies and Promotion Plan for Market Structure Innovation
Innovation initiatives and strategies
(Promotion Projects)

Approach

Promotion Timeline (Tentative)
Short-term

Mid-term

Long-term

[Policy Project 1] Reinforcement of Modernizing the Trucking Market and Strengthening the Digital Transformation Infrastructure
•	Establishment of digital information system for freight
transportation such as expansion of electronic receipts,
standardization and big data collection, and integrated
information management system
•	The foundation for advanced freight delivery technology
application

•	R&D
•	Policy business
•	Institutional
improvement

[Policy Project 2] Establishing a Business Innovation Ecosystem for Trucking Market
•	Expanded support for new business model
•	Enhancment of the effectiveness of regulatory sandboxes for
the purpose of discovering new business
•	(Tentative) Introduction of ‘freight delivery revolutionise
business institution’

•	Policy business
•	Institutional
improvement
•	Law improvement

[Policy Project 3] Expanding Openness through Mitigation of Entry to the Trucking Market
•	Renovation of market entry system on the current Trucking
Act
•	Simplification and flexibilization of industry types

•	TFT configuration
•	Institutional
improvement
•	Law improvement

[Policy Project 4] Rationalization of Trucking Business Management Structure
•	Consignment system maintenance and reduction
•	(Tentative) New business launching (e.g., leasing and
management of freight vehicles)

•	TFT configuration
•	Institutional
improvement
•	Law improvement

[Policy Project 5] Enactment of (Tentative) Trucking Business Act
•	Comprehensive negative regulatory system adopting flexible
legislation without freight transportation restriction
•	Establishment of future-oriented law/institutions

•	TFT configuration
•	Institutional
improvement
•	Law improvement

[Policy Project 6] Establishment and Operation of Trucking Market’s Social Consensus Organization
•	Established a rational and amending-type consultative
organization (short-term)
•	Establishment of a conflict prevention-type consultative
organization (mid- & long-term)
•	Establishment and operation of the cooperative governance

•	TFT configuration
•	Policy business
•	Law improvement

[Policy Project 7] Fund Raising for the Trucking Market Development
•	Preparation of legal basis and financial resources

through policy projects.

•	TFT configuration
•	Institutional
improvement
•	Law improvement
•	Policy business

Industrial Revolution, which can be interpreted
as the ‘disruptive innovation in the digital era 5’.

2.4.3	Implementation of cooperative governance for

The cooperation can be achieved by networking,

the trucking market
Cooperation among the entities in each domain is
important to better adapt to the era of the Fourth

5
Klaus Schubabb (2016), “Claus Schubab’s the Fourth Industrial
Revolution”, pp. 253
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understanding other domains, and vigorous

policy projects. (see [Table 1])

convergence and integration. The trucking market
has a wide range of issues from trading structures
with complex relationship, inherent conflicts,
aging of drivers, instability of employment, and

3.	Conclusion and Suggestions

climate change, so it is important to configure and
operate consensus bodies between stakeholders for

This study aims to predict the changes of the

market cooperation, and securing the strategy for

Korean trucking market due to the advent of the

promoting market development.

Fourth Industrial Revolution Era and to suggest

Therefore, two important policy projects

the directions of restructuring the trucking market

can be derived: a project to establish governance

in responding to the changes in sustainable ways.

for market cooperation and a project of fund

In this regard, we conducted market status and

development strategy for the trucking market.

structure analysis, forecast analysis, and gap
analysis. Through this study, we presented 3

2.4.4 Promotion Strategy and Annual Promotion Plan

directions in regards to the domestic trucking

This study presented 7 policy projects for the

market structure renovation and suggested 7

trucking market structure innovation according to

essential policy projects.

the development of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

The results of the study have several meaningful

development (see [Fig. 3]). In order to effectively

implications for policy applications. First, this study

implement the proposed policy projects, a total of

prospected the future of expanding trucking market,

15 promotional projects were created, categorized

which includes the market of two-wheeled vehicles

into approaches such as system improvement,

and freight transportation services using other

amendment of law/institutions, policy projects and

transport modes. Two strategies were suggested to

R&D implementation, and Task Force Team (TFT).

account for the existing trucking market renovation

Promotion time can be short-term (within 3 years), mid-

and the foundation of the cooperative market

term (3 to 5 years), and long-term (5 or more years).

between the old & new trucking markets. Second,

As for the approach, policy projects and R&D

the importance of political/financial support was

generally require a lot of budgets, so it is necessary

emphasized. The supports such as governance and

to consider the government’s will and whether

financial resources are expected to encourage the

to secure future financial resources in order to

promotion of policy projects. Third, this study

improve the effectiveness of the policy. On the

suggested several enactments of law/institutions.

other hand, amendments of law/institutions take

We believe innovative legislative support would

considerable time and effort to convince entities

enhance the efficacy of suggested institutions such

of interests. Therefore, progressive promotions

as (tentative) freight delivery revolutionise business

are recommended by TF operations, phased social

institution and regulatory sandbox, etc.

agreement organization establishment, stable
subsidy provision; These processes would increase
the possibility of realization and effectiveness of

